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Honeybee line
Let yourself be seduced by their excellent
flavors straight from nature and a beautiful
visual setting. HONEYBEE LINE is our novelty
2022, in which we were inspired by the beauty
and goodness of nature.

1 - Pralines Honeybee
line 8 pcs
cat. no.: 0311

For the packaging designed by illustrator Pola
Augustynowicz we have put several kinds
of sweets that captivate the eye and delight
the palate. Natural honey, cocoa butter,
bee pollen and hazelnuts are just a few of the
flavor notes that you will discover when you try
our novelties of pure ingredients: caramels,
lollipops, pralines and chocolates.

2 - Pralines Honeybee
line 4 pcs
cat. no.: 0312

3 - Chocolate Bar
Honeybee line
cat. no.: 0309

A tempting chocolate bar with a milky and
creamy caramel flavor, very pleasant
sweetness and distinctly marked notes of honey,
or maybe handmade lollipops with the addition
of natural honey, lemon juice and bee pollen?

4 - Candy Set Honeybee line
cat. no.: 0313

5 - Lollipop Logo Pop
Honeybee line

Which of the products will you choose for your
customers, business associates or employees?

cat. no.: 0310
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Collection
with added spirits from
J.A. Baczewski

1 - Pralines Welcome Box
J.A Baczewski line
cat. no.: 0285

2 - Chocolate bar with filling
Modulo Bar J.A Baczewski line

J.A. Baczewski is a brand with a family tradition
and a long history - it has been producing its
spirits since 1782! Excellent recipes and quality
of vodkas perfectly match with our highest
quality chocolate from Callebaut.

cat. no.: 0290B

3 - Pralines Big Welcome Box
J.A Baczewski line

Get to know J.A. Baczewski collection, in which
eye-catching packaging, alluding to the style
of the interwar period are combined with
creamy, melt-in-the-mouth fillings with whisky,
absinth and cherry liqueur, traditionally created
for over 200 years.

cat. no.: 0286

4 - Chocolate bar with filling 70 g
J.A Baczewski line
cat. no.: 0298

5 - Varieties Pralines 15 pcs
J.A Baczewski line

Those products are perfect as a gift for
connoisseurs of high quality spirits, lovers
of culture and art of the interwar period,
but also as a welcome gift for a new employee.

cat. no.: 0186

6 - Varieties Pralines 6 pcs
J.A Baczewski line
cat. no.: 0326
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Collection with the
addition of Pluton coffee

1 - Set of advertising sweets
Caffè House

Pluton is the oldest Polish coffee brand,
produced in Poland's first professional roaster,
established in Warsaw as early as 1882. In
combination with our premium chocolate,
based on Cocoa Horizons certified cocoa,
it makes a perfect duet.

cat. no.: 0277

2 - Pralines Long Coffee Break
with "Pluton" Coffee
cat. no.: 0212P

3 - Pralines Coffee Quartet

Right now, you have the opportunity to order
exceptional products created in cooperation
with a brand with an inspiring history and
tradition built over the years. The highest
quality is perceptible is in every cup, in every
sip, and even at first glance.

cat. no.: 0251

4 - Grand Coffee Cups
cat. no.: 0138P

5 - Coffee Cups

In the composition of pralines and chocolates
created with the Pluton brand you will not find
artificial ingredients or palm oil, only the
velvety taste of gourmet chocolate and
creamy filling with distinct notes of natural
coffee.

cat. no.: 0137P

6 - Coffee Delight
cat. no.: 0084

7 - Chocolate bar with filling
Modulo Bar with "Pluton" Coffee

Products of the Pluton line are perfect for
coffee lovers.

cat. no.: 0290P
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almonds in milk chocolate
with cinnamon

dried cranberries
in dark chocolate

rum raisins in white
chocolate

DELICACIES SWEET TRIO
cat. no.: 0272
Want to give your customers a gift that will stand out from the rest?
What we can immediately recommend to you is Delicacies Sweet Trio!
An elegant, kraft tube, and in it as many as three types of nuts in different flavors:
- almonds in milk chocolate with cinnamon,
- dried cranberries in dessert chocolate,
- rum raisins in white chocolate.
Raisins and almonds boast UTZ certification - so you don't have to worry about
their quality and ethical origin. We print on the packaging using digital printing method,
which ensures their durability and attention to the smallest detail.
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rum raisins in white
chocolate

almonds in milk
chocolate with
cinnamon

dried cranberries
in dark chocolate

gingerbread cookies
in milk, dessert
and white chocolate

DELICACIES NUT COLLECTION
cat. no.: 0229
Nut Collection delights with the richness of colors and textures
of chocolate and the variety of nut flavors.
It also captivates with a well-chosen composition, consisting of:
- certified almonds in milk chocolate with cinnamon,
- rum raisins in UTZ white chocolate,
- dried cranberries in dessert chocolate...
... and a little bonus - caramelized spice cookies in three types of chocolate:
milk, white and dessert.
What's most notable about this product? Thanks to the possibility
of double-sided printing on the packaging, which involves printing the inside
of the box as well, you get even more advertising space at your disposal.
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SET OF ADVERTISING SWEETS CRUNCHY DUET
cat. no.: 0215
A pile of boxes and boxes? With this product you will avoid Christmas chaos!
A practical and convenient box that beautifully presents its delicious contents, namely:
spice cookies in white, milk and dessert chocolate and peanuts in caramel
with cinnamon (145 g in total).
With the Crunchy Duet, your brand will undoubtedly be remembered by customers!
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SET OF ADVERTISING SWEETS
CRAFT TUBE SLIM
cat. no.: 0201
Do you want to surprise your customers,
and certainly make your gift stand out from all
the Christmas gifts? Perfect, because we have
something for you here!
Our unique packaging - a superbly crafted,
tall and slender Craft Tube with a window
that reveals a shred of sweet mystery....
and a nutshell - currant in white chocolate
or almonds in milk chocolate with cinnamon.
With such a mix, your company is sure
to remain in the memory of the recipients.

SET OF ADVERTISING
SWEETS CRAFT TUBE M
cat. no.: 0207
An impressive tube, and in it as many as three
surprising variants of sweets to choose from.
Such a decision is a hard nut to crack....
Rum raisins in white chocolate, mixed nuts
in chocolate, peanuts in caramel or maybe rum
fudge with a surprise inside - delicious raisins?
We say a definite yes to such flavors!
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DELICACIES SWEET DUO
cat. no.: 0222
Personalized packaging with two surprises in it:
peanuts in caramel with cinnamon and gooseberries in dark chocolate.
An interesting form of packaging with a lot
of space to display your marketing message
and information that ... you care about the
planet. The paper from which the box is made
is FSC certified - it comes from recycling
or controlled cuttings, on the other hand,
the film that protects the dried fruit is fully
compostable.
gooseberries
in dark chocolate

Dried fruits contain fiber, magnesium,
potassium, vitamin E and folic acid - so they
are a healthy and interesting alternative
to traditional sweets.

peanuts in caramel
and cinnamon

DELICACIES LILLE
cat. no.: 0487
The nuts are a holiday classic: their smell and taste
are inextricably associated with Christmas.
The combination of their crunchy texture
and the creaminess of chocolate is just perfect.
It is the combination of the original mix of nuts
and certified fine chocolate that makes Lille such
a tasty and unique product.
You'll find several different flavors to choose from
in the eco-friendly packaging, which consists
of biodegradable film and FSC paper:
- currant in white chocolate,
- orange peel in dessert chocolate,
- almond in milk chocolate with cinnamon.
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TEA GIFT 50 G
cat. no.: 0315
We've got the PERFECT PRESENT right here! A box with a surprise, i.e. double-sided printing,
which will give you even more advertising space.
Inside you will find 50 g of high quality tea, which will enchant you with its aroma every time
you lift the lid.... We wrap it in BIO foil and include a wooden spoon, which also serves
as a clip to reseal the bag.
The warming premium teas available in this range are: Christmas Joy (black tea with
rosehip, orange and cloves) and Winter's Tale (black tea with apple, cardamom
and red pepper).
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SET OF TEAS
THE TEA HOUSE
cat. no.: 0271
Winter is associated with the smell of gingerbread,
cinnamon, cloves.... and freshly brewed hot tea.
That's why a festive set of warming leaf teas will be
the perfect gift that will fill every package with the
aroma of Christmas.
This time it's the two tins enclosed in paper
packaging that make up our iconic Tea House.
In them you will find high-quality blends: Christmas
Joy, which is a black tea with rosehip, orange and
cloves, or Winter's Tale, a black tea with apple,
cardamom and red pepper.
We selected the tins in the spirit of zero waste,
so you can freely modify, personalize and reuse
them.
Christmas
Mood

Winter's
Tale

TEA IN CAN 50 G
cat. no.: 0605/Xmas
A classic tea tin containing 50 grams of premium
black leaf tea - fatigue-reducing, mood-enhancing and antioxidant-boosting!
Our premium blends to choose from are: Christmas
Joy, which is black tea with rosehip, orange
and cloves, or Winter's Tale, which is black tea with
apple, cardamom and red pepper.
In order to preserve the intense aroma of tea,
we secured it with biodegradable film and sealed
it in a steel tin. You can modify it, personalize it,
and also reuse it later.
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6 TEABAGS BOX
cat. no.: 0122
Six teabags of warming black tea in two winter
flavors: raspberry and lemon peel or with ginger,
cardamom and orange peel, packaged
in a minimalist box that will perfectly display
your logo. Such a gift is sure to evoke festive
associations even in the most demanding
contractor!
Note: for orders over 350 pieces, we also
prepare an individual design of the teabags!

TEA SET
IN AN ENVELOPE 2 PCS
cat. no.: 0316
Want to send a pre-Christmas „Thank You” message
to your customers? Add warming content to it - two
sachets of aromatic black tea.
The flavors we offer are a winter classic, namely
raspberry and lemon peel, and a warming mix,
with ginger, cardamom and orange peel.
The double-sided envelope printing gives you
even more space for your design and creative
advertising.
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SET OF CHOCOLATES
CHOCO TEXT 1 LINE
cat. no.: 0601/0601S
There's nothing like chocolate!
Especially as Thanks to customers and colleagues
at the end of the project, as a good morning,
for Christmas, or simply an expression
of gratitude for being with us.
Our Choco Text is a whole bar of certified milk,
dessert, ruby or white chocolate from Barry
Callebaut® or eight individual cubes with any
inscription of your choice.
The packaging consists of FSC-certified paper
and recycled monofoil. The possibility of double
personalization of the envelope - thanks
to double-sided printing - guarantees even more
space for your advertising.

SET OF CHOCOLATES
CHOCO TEXT 2 LINES
cat. no.: 0602/0602S
A bar of chocolate or 16 small chocolates?
Milk chocolate, dessert chocolate, ruby chocolate,
or maybe white chocolate? The choice is yours!
Whichever one you choose, we will put your
message on it for your employee or business
partner.
The chocolate produced in our Chocolate Shop
is certified by Cocoa Horizons. We produce
our envelopes from FSC paper and recycled
monofoil. The option to personalize them
twice - thanks to double-sided printing - means
even more space for your advertisement.
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SET OF CHOCOLATES
CHOCO TEXT 3 LINES_XMAS
cat. no.: 0593S_XMAS
Are you looking for a unique gift that will fully
reflect your wishes or message? You should
definitely be interested in our envelope with it you will convey any message
in a sweet, original form!
The package contains up to 24 chocolates
with your own text or individual, colorful
decorations. Its format provides you with even
more advertising space - because you have
the possibility of placing a double-sided
imprint on the envelope.
Our chocolates are certified by Cocoa Horizons.

SET OF CHOCOLATES
CHOCO TEXT 4 LINES PRINT
cat. no.: 0594P
Choco Text Print is a product for maximalists
who know no limits!
We print a graphic or photo of your choice
on the melt-in-your-mouth 32 chocolates (white
or white-milk). We enclose them all in an envelope,
which you can label and customize on both sides,
gaining even more space with your
advertising.
Our chocolates are certified by Cocoa Horizons.
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BESPOKE CHOCOLATE
CHOCO4MAT GLOVE
cat. no.: 0314/GLOVE
The chocolate glove with intricately carved
stitching is a product made with heart
and utmost attention to detail.
Both the welt of the chocolate glove
and the box can be personalized with your
company logo. We use FSC certified paper
and recycled monofoil for the packaging.

BESPOKE CHOCOLATE
CHOCO4MAT
GLOVE PRINT
cat. no.: 0314P/GLOVE
This chocolate glove in the Choco4mat Print
version is definitely recommended for fans
of logos on every detail of corporate
communications.
You can choose between two types of our
premium Belgian chocolate from Callebaut®:
white and milk-white, with perfect decoration.
Each of them is certified by Cocoa Horizons.
We use FSC-certified paper and recycled
monofoil for the packaging.
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BESPOKE CHOCOLATE
CHOCO4MAT HAT
cat. no.: 0314/HAT
Chocolate hat? If it is just what you are
looking for as a gift accessory for your
employees, we inform you - we have it!
And it comes in a version that you can
personalize with your logo and wishes
on the chocolate and packaging.
We use FSC-certified paper and recycled
monofoil for the packaging - it's worth
mentioning this on the design to show
attention to every detail of the gift.

BESPOKE CHOCOLATE
CHOCO4MAT
HAT PRINT
cat. no.: 0314P/HAT
White chocolate or double-layer chocolate
(milk and white) is the perfect background
for any graphics, which we will apply directly.
Great quality decoration and original shape
of such Christmas wishes will surely amaze
the recipient! We can't guarantee that he will
resist this chocolate temptation for a long time,
but we assure you of the WOW effect caused
by your corporate gift.
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TEA ADVENT CALENDAR
cat. no.: 0114
Want to stand out in a flurry of holiday gifts, bet on custom gift solutions!
One of them is precisely our large-format advent calendar (865 x 310 x 20 mm),
which we prepare for shipping in a compact form. We recommend these 24 windows
with teabags of pleasant-smelling and equally good-tasting tea both to hang
in the form of a calendar (we took care of such technical possibility) and to place
on a festively decorated table.
The three flavors that gift recipients will find in our calendar are classic Earl Grey,
winter raspberry with lemon peel and warming black tea with ginger,
cardamom and orange peel.
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ADVENT
CALENDAR ECO
cat. no.: 0105/Xmas
Advent Calendar Eco is a great addition
to your pre-Christmas shipments. This winter
classic will bring back the thrill of childhood
and make your co-workers' December work
more enjoyable.
Delicious milk chocolates hidden in 24 windows
are a great way to show care and concern for
your team's well-being. We personalize each
window with an imprint of your choice on both
sides. The packaging of this product is fully
biodegradable! The molding is made of paper
and the cardboard box is FSC-certified.
Our chocolate products are approved
by Cocoa Horizons certification.

ADVENT CALENDAR
IN INDIVIDUAL SHAPE
cat. no.: 0089/Xmas
Do you have a vision of an advent calendar
that would perfectly reflect the character
of your brand, but you can't find one on offer?
We will be happy to prepare it especially for you!
We will easily customize the shape of the advent
calendar with chocolates according to your needs.
Our chocolate is certified by Cocoa Horizons, so
you can rest assured of its quality and enjoyment
from each window. The packaging, in turn, consists
of recycled monofoil and FSC-certified paper.
The maximum dimensions of the calendar are:
470 x 300 mm; width: 11 mm.
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ADVENT CALENDAR
TOWER
cat. no.: 0210
Surprising form of advent calendar with spicy
flavor of crunchy caramelized cinnamon
cookies.... That's what you'll find in our
Christmas offer!
Fully biodegradable packaging made
of FSC-certified paper holds 24 pieces
of sweets. Each wrapped in compostable foil,
fully environmentally friendly.

ADVENT CALENDAR
PYRAMID
cat. no.: 0077/Xmas
For fans of Christmas and milk chocolate
we have something special! Advent Calendar
Pyramid is an impressive gift that will make
the anticipation of Christmas even more
pleasant (and tasty).
In the pyramid we have hidden 24 chocolate
baubles with nut filling. Thanks to the digital
printing method, the use of recycled monofoil
and FSC-certified paper, our calendar
is an extremely impressive gift for the discerning
customer.
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PRALINES TASTE
OF TRADITION
cat. no.: 0065
Christmas means dumplings! With us, you can
have them in a unique version, thanks to amazing
Belgian chocolate with a delicious, delicate and
100% natural filling in three flavors:
- milk chocolate with raspberry filling,
- white chocolate with strawberry filling,
- dessert chocolate with pistachio filling.
Closed in a wooden box, meeting all the requirements for it to be in contact with food, they will
be perfect as an unusual gift. We personalize
the packaging with an imprint on the lid or label.

CHOCOLATE
DUMPLING PRALINE
cat. no.: 0072
The pre-Christmas period is the perfect time
to thank contractors for their year-round
cooperation. A Christmas parcel will successfully
complement our dumpling praline, made
of chocolate certified by Cocoa Horizons and
filled with natural strawberry filling.

YOUR LOGO

Packaged in BIO compostable foil, they will also
be a 100% eco-friendly choice.
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PRALINES SWEET DUMPLINGS
cat. no.: 0300
Sweet Dumplings is a composition for those who love the combination
of traditional forms with creativity.
The elegant packaging hides chocolate pralines with velvety, all-natural palm
oil-free filling, available in three variants: milk chocolate with raspberry filling,
white chocolate with strawberry filling, dessert chocolate with pistachio filling.
We personalize the tin by adding a print directly on the lid or label.
We use recycled monofoil for the packaging. Our chocolates include
Cocoa Horizons certification.
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Milk chocolate praline
with gingerbread spices filling

Milk chocolate praline
filled with dried plums

Milk chocolate praline filled
with orange peel and cloves

Milk chocolate praline with dried
apple and cinnamon filling

PRALINES GRAND CHRISTMAS MOMENTS
cat. no.: 0258
December is a time to pause for a moment. With the Grand Christmas
Moments chocolate box it is much easier and definitely more pleasant.
A cup of coffee and the freshest praline straight from our Chocolate
Shop.... And there you have it!
The package is filled with pralines in the shape of Christmas baubles
and Art Deco chocolate truffles. You can put your company logo,
any inscription or Christmas wishes on the banderole.
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ruby chocolate
with pistachio filling

PRALINY PRESTIGE
cat. no.: 0288
If you are thinking about how to appreciate the most demanding customers
and business partners, our Pralines Prestige is just what you need.
By sending such a carefully prepared gift, you will give them an assortment
of pralines made of unique ruby chocolate, whose natural color comes from
red cocoa beans with pistachio filling, and pralines made of velvety creamy
milk chocolate with hazelnut filling.
The quality and ethics of the gift will be evidenced by the Cocoa Horizons
certification and the natural composition of the filling produced without
the addition of palm oil.
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milk chocolate
with nut filling
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SET OF CHOCOLATES
CHOCO TRIANGLE
PRINT 4 PCS
cat. no.: 0411
Christmas tree pralines are our novelty
this year. They will surprise you with a new
crunchy texture of praline filling based
on ground almonds with natural ingredients
and without palm oil. Add to that the fairytale atmosphere of snowy Christmas trees
and a beautiful, charming decoration....
This season's debut is a true original,
so if you're looking for an authentic novelty
for long-time associates or partners we heartily recommend it to you!

CHOCO TRIANGLE
PRINT CHOCOLATE
cat. no.: 0412
Christmas tree pralines are our this year's
novelty, which surprises with a crunchy texture
of the creamy filling with ground almonds.
It is also distinguished by its natural composition
without the addition of palm oil.
This season's debut is a real treat for lovers
of sweets, so if you are looking for a an exceptional
trinket for your long-time co-workers or partners,
we heartily recommend it to you!
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CHOCOLATE BAR ELEGANT BAR DIY
cat. no.: 0088
Nothing makes you happier than seeing the result of your own work! That's why the DIY Elegant Bar
is our suggestion for a creative gift.
The DIY version of the Elegant Bar, a set for creating your own chocolate bar, includes milk, dessert
or white chocolates in the shape of cocoa beans and sprinkles. Inside we also included a mold for
casting the bar, which we put at your disposal.
Melt the chocolate, pour it into the mold, sprinkle it and ... it's ready!
Our chocolate is certified by Cocoa Horizons. We produce the packaging from FSC paper
and recycled monofoil.

Discover a product that delights!
ELEGANT DIY BAR do-it-yourself chocolate
HOW TO PREPARE?
1. Place the chocolate in a heat-resistant container.
2. Melt the chocolate in a microwave oven (for 2.5 minutes) or in a water bath.
3. Pour the melted chocolate into a geometric mold.
4. Add the sprinkles.

Allow to set and... EAT WITH PLEASURE!
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SET OF CHOCOLATE
MEDALS CHOCO CIRCLE
PRINT 3 PCS
cat. no.: 0414
A sweet alternative or addition to your
Christmas wishes? Three stuffed Choco Circle
chocolates!
White chocolate with any decoration of your
choice is a perfect gift idea. On each of the
chocolates, as well as on the box itself,
you can put your logo, graphics and even
a short wish. This way you will be sure that
the gift from you will be special and unique.
The box is made of FSC certified paper.
You won't find any artificial ingredients
or palm oil in the crunchy, almond base filling.

CHOCOLATE MEDAL
CHOCO CIRCLE PRINT
cat. no.: 0413
How to make the Christmas package from you
get personal? The best way is to give something
from yourself in it....
Choco Circle is a product that gives you such
an opportunity. Both on it and on the package
you can put a personalized text, your company
logo or graphics. Cocoa Horizons certified white
chocolate with a surprisingly crunchy, almond
filling will certainly be a nice gesture - and not
only visually.
The box is made from FSC paper. You won't find
any artificial ingredients or palm oil in the filling.
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HOT CHOCOLATE SET
cat. no.: 0099
How to make the cold and long December
evenings more pleasant? Preferably with
a large mug of creamy, hot chocolate....
Our Christmas set includes three intensely
chocolaty cups - milk, white, dessert, and even
an assortment of these three flavors.
The aesthetics of this souvenir and attention
to every detail of the gift are sure to be appreciated when you open it.

HOT CHOCOLATE CUP
cat. no.: 0098
The pre-holiday weeks in companies are associated
with a flurry of work and putting the finishing
touches on all important projects. During this time,
a moment of chocolate relaxation is at a premium,
so it's worth carrying a sweet version of the relaxing
Hot Chocolate Cup that brings back only good
memories.
Among our Cocoa Horizons-certified milk, dessert
or white chocolates, everyone will find the perfect
flavor for themselves. It is also worth noting that
we create the product's packaging from BIO
compostable film, which, combined with the wooden
stick, guarantees the ecological nature
of this pleasure.
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YOUR LOGO

SET OF CHOCOLATES REINDEER
CHOCO PUZZLE 3D
cat. no.: 0331A/Xmas
Can there be anything more festive than
an adorable reindeer? Surely not! That's why
we present Reindeer Choco Puzzle - a product
that combines taste and joy of creation.
The chocolate puzzle, consisting of certified milk
chocolate with 33% cocoa content and dessert
chocolate with 54% cocoa content, is definitely
recommended as a gift for employees and their
kids. Having fun together, topped with the sight
and eventually the taste of a reindeer figurine,
is a great plan for one of December's family
evenings.
We will personalize the packaging with a graphic
prepared especially for you - in the case
of this product, we have a large area and a lot
of room for creativity.

SET OF CHOCOLATES
CHOCOLATE BITES BOX 8 PCS
cat. no.: 0152
Clean label is key, but we never forget about the
delicious taste! Our dark chocolate bites with 72%
cocoa content with festive additions of dried
plum, orange, almond flakes, pumpkin seeds,
quinoa and a pinch of Himalayan salt - that's it!
We've sealed them in a package with your logo
and wishes on it, both on the outside and after
opening. The fantastic composition is matched
with packaging made of FSC-certified paper
and BIO foil.
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CHOCOLATE BALLS DOUBLE CHOCOLATE SURPRISE
cat. no.: 0302
Double Chocolate Surprise is a striking surprise - two chocolate balls hiding fruit
or a classic addition to hot chocolate - delicate marshmallows.
What to do with it? If you have enough fortitude to take a moment to melt it in a mug
of hot milk and prepare a cup of aromatic chocolate - great! Otherwise, we wish you the
pleasure of biting into a crunchy, chocolatey crust, broken by the acidity of the fruits hidden
inside. The choice is up to you!
One thing is certain: when you opt for Double Chocolate Surprise, you are choosing
a Cocoa Horizons-certified product, packaged in FSC-certified paper.

Check out the product that delights!
CHOCOLATE SURPRISE in two flavors to choose from!

milk chocolate
with marshmallows

HOW TO PREPARE?
1. Take your favourite mug and heat milk in it.
2. Add a chocolate egg
3. Wait 2 minutes and stir.

milk chocolate
with freeze-dried fruits

Enjoy!
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CHOCOLATE BAR MODERN
BAR ENVELOPE
cat. no.: 0087_XMAS
When looking for an impressive gift for clients
or business partners, it is impossible not to stop
at Modern Bar. The bar of exquisite chocolate with
additives is available in four variants: milk, dessert,
white and - above all - ruby.
Ruby chocolate is a veritable discovery in the world
of chocolate. It surprises and dazzles with
a completely new, intensely fruity flavor and beautiful color - with no added dyes or flavors. We have
included it in our offer as a result of cooperation
with Barry Callebaut, which has been producing
Finest Belgian Chocolate for over 100 years.
Thanks to the fact that the bar is packaged
in biodegradable film and the carton is made
of FSC-certified paper, Modern Bar is fully
biodegradable.

SET OF CHOCOLATES
CHRISTMAS CARD WITH BAUBLES
cat. no.: 0102/Xmas
What's Christmas without holiday wishes?
However, don't limit yourself to standard solutions,
when you can include a little sweetness and send
your customers a card with chocolate baubles!
In each card you will find four chocolates. The type
of chocolate is left up to you: milk, dessert or white.
You can be sure that no matter which one you
choose, you will always opt for Cocoa Horizons
certified gourmet chocolate.
The format we offer has been perfectly adapted
to the size of a B5 mailing envelope, giving you
a large advertising area on which you can include
your logo, greetings or any graphics.
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ADVERTISING COOKIES
CHOCOCOOKIE BOX
cat. no.: 0317
In winter, no one can persuade us to give up our blend of wonderfully aromatic
spicy flavors. We have yet to find daredevils who would resist these incredibly
crunchy spicy cookies, dunked in our delicious, creamy milk chocolate.
We offer two versions of the product: standard, in which you choose cookies with
a holiday theme, or personalized, with cookies branded with your company's logo.
We've enclosed them in a package on which your logo and wishes are recalled
both on the outside and when opened. The fantastic taste is matched with
packaging made of FSC-certified paper and BIO foil.
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ADVERTISING COOKIES
HEART SHAPED GINGERSNAP
cat. no.: 0136/Xmas
Heart shaped spicy cookies with a red string attached to the package
are a gift for anyone who likes creative solutions. After all, is there anything
better than having fun together while hanging festive, gingerbread-scented
ornaments on the Christmas tree?
We package the cookies in a white or silver metal tin, which can be reused.
We personalize the packaging with a print of your choice on the lid or create
a customized self-adhesive label.
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almonds in milk
chocolate with
cinnamon

orange peel
in dark chocolate

peanuts in caramel
with cinnamon

gooseberries
in dark chocolate

black currants
in white chocolate

PREMIUM DELICACIES IN TIN
cat. no.: 0191
Surprise your business partners, clients and colleagues with a unique gift, the interior
of which will delight their palates, and the package may be used long after Christmas!
Meet Premium Delicacies in Tin, which is a large, elegant, oblong tin and
in it a delicious set of dried fruits and nuts:
- peanuts in caramel with cinnamon,
- gooseberries in dark chocolate,
- black currants in white chocolate,
- almonds in milk chocolate with cinnamon,
- orange peel in dark chocolate.
Such a set of sweets perfectly combines the flavors of Christmas and
an exquisite form of serving!
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GINGERBREAD COOKIES
WITH LOGO SANTA CLAUS
PRESENT BAG
cat. no.: 0193/Xmas
Ho, ho, ho! When gifts, then only brought in such
a decently made Santa Claus bag, the contents
of which will surely make the day more pleasant for
employees or customers of your company.
We mark the card with an imprint designed for you.
As sweet content of the jute bag we offer iced
gingerbread in the shape of hearts with fruit filling
or stuffed gingerbread in real chocolate.
We protect the product with biodegradable foil.

SET OF ADVERTISING
SWEETS ELEGANCE BOX
cat. no.: 0104
December is definitely one of the busiest months
for all marketers. So if you don't have time to search for
the contents of Christmas gifts for your clients or customers,
check out our gift bag with a beautiful Christmas design
that you can personalize.
It's a safe and secure choice, as you decide what should
go in it yourself!
We offer:
- glazed gingerbread with fruit filling,
- gingerbread with fruit filling in real chocolate,
- Christmas truffle candies in chocolate.
We pack the contents in eco-friendly biodegradable film.
We produce the bag from FSC-certified cardboard.
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ADVERTISING COOKIES
LOGO COOKIE BAG
cat. no.: 0406
Attention, new cookies!
Without the addition of palm oil!
Logo Cookie Bag is an offer for those who insist
on taste, individuality and originality. The bag
hides 42 g of spicy cookies with cloves,
cinnamon and ginger, baked according to the
original recipe of nearly a century-old origin.
What sets them apart is the perfectly balanced
flavor of the spices and the satisfying crispness,
delighting with every bite.
We personalize both the cookies and the bag
with your company logo. We protect the cookies
with fully compostable BIO foil.

SPICE – CARAMEL
ADVERTISING COOKIES
cat. no.: 0139
Caramel and spicy flavor are the notes that reign
supreme during the holiday season. In order
to evoke the best memories for your customer,
it is worth adding our caramelized cookies with
cinnamon to the Christmas shipment.
We package the whole thing in an FSC-certified
cardboard box.
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SET OF ADVERTISING SWEETS IN A METAL BOX
cat. no.: 0042
For those who appreciate the joy of sharing a gift and also appreciate its uniqueness,
we offer a white tin in the spirit of zero waste with
a sweet, Christmas-scented surprise.
Inside it you will discover delicious, delicate glazed gingerbread cookies with fruit filling
or rum and cocoa truffles in chocolate or incredibly aromatic Christmas teas.
We package the contents in eco-friendly biodegradable foil.
We put your personalization on a paper banderole, produced from FSC-certified paper.
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ADVERTISING COOKIES CHRISTMAS ORNAMENTS
cat. no.: 0252
The aroma of apple and cinnamon wafting from the biscuits... - isn't that
the smell of Christmas? Now you can give it to your employees as well - and
in a different, original form.
Delicious cookies with a hole, packaged in an elegant wooden box designed
for food contact, are sure to impress the recipient. A wooden spool with a string
will allow him to hang the cookies on the Christmas tree; in turn, a personalized
lid will give the parcel an individual touch to your brand.
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SET OF ADVERTISING SWEETS SWEET BOMB
cat. no.: 0318
Our bomb is like no other. Modern, chic, with the timeless form of a crystal ball
and a perfectly glossy, snow-white surface. It is not only a 100% recyclable
product, but also a practical, decorative trinket with a wide range of uses long
after Christmas.
Each ball arrives at the recipient in a personalized box - made of FSC-certified
cardboard - with a huge advertising area, which is given over entirely to wishes
from your company, for example. Its interior hides delicious chocolate-covered
truffle candies, wrapped in eco-friendly biodegradable foil.
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PREMIUM DELICACIES SET CHRISTMAS WREATH
cat. no.: 0184
The Christmas wreath hanging on the door is one of the indispensable symbols
of Christmas. Our box of delicacies, shaped like this holiday symbol, is filled with
chocolate dragees in a variety of Callebaut® chocolates that we have prepared
especially for the upcoming Christmas.
This is a collection of 305 g of full-flavored nuts: peanuts in caramel with cinnamon,
gooseberries in dessert chocolate, currants in white chocolate, almonds in milk chocolate
with cinnamon and orange peel in dessert chocolate.
Elegant packaging and its exceptional quality content is a souvenir for those who are
most difficult to surprise with a gift. We assure you: this set makes an impression!
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certificates
The International Featured Standard (IFS Food) is a guarantee of the highest level, food safety, legal
compliance and repeatable quality of our products. It is also an assurance that our sweets are fully safe.

For the production of our packaging we use FSC-certified paper, which means that it comes from
controlled or recycled wood cutting and is obtained in a way that protects forest ecosystems.
Cocoa Horizons is an impact driven program focused on cocoa farmer prosperity and helping build
self-sustaining farming communities that protect nature and children. Its purpose is to improve the livelihoods
of cocoa farmers and their communities through the promotion of sustainable, entrepreneurial farming,
improved productivity, and community development, which protect nature and children.

Packaging made of biodegradable foil.

Packaging made entirely of biodegradable materials.

Packaging made of steel, which is 100% recyclable.

The product is packed in paper with a mixture of foil - the plastic content is reduced by 65%.

This product contains no ingredients derived from animals or zoonoses. Suitable for vegans.

This product is suitable for vegetarians.

This product does not contain milk or milk products. Ideal for people who cannot eat dairy.

This product is gluten-free.

This product does not contain genetically modified ingredients.

This product does not contain preservatives.

This product does not contain additional sugar.
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EXPLORE OUR 100%
VEGAN CHOCOLATE NXT
GENERATION!

